ATLANTIC UNIVERSITIES:
SERVING THE PUBLIC GOOD
The Association of Atlantic Universities (AAU) is pleased to share recent news about how our 16 public universities
support regional priorities of economic prosperity, innovation and social development.
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IN THE NEWS
Universities are enriching their communities, provinces and the Atlantic region with Research That Matters.

CENTRES OF DISCOVERY
Cancer patients experiencing stigma; being denied work, promotion or relationship opportunities they would
otherwise qualify for. Memorial researchers are digging into the question.
The Gazette – Memorial University of Newfoundland, 28 October 2019

StFX research centre’s supercomputer uses global data to predict local effects of climate crisis
The Cape Breton Post, 30 October 2019

Athletes need to be pragmatic – not secretive – about concussions, Mount Allison researcher says
CBC News – New Brunswick, 2 November 2019

Research team from Université de Moncton publishes latest research on recognizing a person’s identity, emotional
state and vocal phonetic imprint through artificial intelligence
Nouvelles – Université de Moncton, 08 Novembre 2019

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT and SOCIAL WELL-BEING
UNB’s VP Research, talks with TheFutureEconomy.ca about the opportunities for innovative research and product
development in the cannabis industry
TheFutureeconomy.ca, 29 October 2019

Believe it or not, people in N.L. are in better economic shape than you might think according to Memorial’s Harris
Centre report
CBC News – Newfoundland and Labrador, 06 November 2019

UPEI startup Fieldetect developing a hand-held device that will allow farmers to detect disease in their herd fast
enough to prevent a large outbreak
Entrevestor – The Chronicle Herald, 07 November 2019

SERVING THEIR COMMUNITIES
Can the UPEI Climate Lab’s fleet of drones save potato farms from climate change?
YouTube – University of Prince Edward Island, 07 November 2019

Award-winning research from MSVU spotlights the issue of housing insecurity for older women in Halifax
CBC News – Nova Scotia, 18 November 2019
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